ZeroFOX Business Email Compromise Protection

Enhance your existing email protection by identifying scams, sender impersonations and phishing

Problem Overview

Business Email Compromise (BEC) involves an attacker impersonating a high-profile executive or employee, such as the CEO, to defraud employees, customers and partners into sending money or sensitive data. Over a three year period, BEC attacks accounted for a cumulative $26 billion global exposed dollars loss. This growing threat targets small companies and large corporations alike, often involving the transfer of funds or illegitimate invoice payments. ZeroFOX Business Email Compromise Protection safeguards employees, executives and organizations against email impersonations and targeted phishing that traditional email security tools miss.

Solution Overview

ZeroFOX Business Email Compromise enhances organizational email security, detecting email impersonations and alerting targeted employees. It complements current email protection solutions, extending protection to address one of the toughest digital threats facing organizations today. ZeroFOX analyzes inboxes to identify malicious emails stemming from BEC attacks, flagging malicious emails through banner warnings and remediating malicious domains hosting attacker email addresses to keep your employees and customers protected.

Solution Benefits

**Identify BEC that evades existing email security**
Warn your users before they fall victim to common email scams, saving your organization time and money

**Comprehensive Protection**
Evolve your program from basic email security to multi-channel communication protection across email and digital platforms for full digital risk protection

**Low Cost, High Impact**
Alleviate time and resources spent analyzing and responding to everyday threats on email, knowing you are protected. Set up with minimal effort and no in-line integration so your SOC can focus on other priorities

How It Works

**Extend digital visibility to email**
Rely on ZeroFOX's best-in-class impersonation detection and remediation to address BEC attacks and extend visibility into your digital threat landscape

**Identify malicious emails**
Leverage ZeroFOX's advanced impersonation and fraud detection capabilities as well as advanced link and file analysis to identify attacks against your organization

**Warn employees of possible attacks**
Alert employees of malicious emails before they fall victim through banner warnings